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SCRIPTURAL REPENTANCE.
We are living in a day when the
Church has departed far from the
Apostolic standard of Repentance. In
fact there is little real teaching in
the world today on individual piety
or holiness and in the same measure
as men depart from holiness, they depart from the Scripture standard of
Repentance. Repentance has ever
been the true foundation of all true
piety. Far too many have only light
sentimental ideas of Repentance and
imagine it to be merely sentiment
about doT'nT better or just an expression about our wrong doing, or a
denunciation of public or private
sins. Repentance is an inward loathing and dread of the presence and
consequences of sin and a realization
that God will punish sinRepentance is a breaking of the
heart over the past record and life of
sin and a turning to God for deliverance from it. There are two characters in the Bible that illustrate what
we mean by a mere acknowledgment
of sin without a real turning to God
for pardon. Thev are Saul and Judas
Tscariot. Saul acknowledged that he
had nlayed the fool, but there isn't
the least indication that he ever turned awav with his heart from the sin
he had committed. Judas confessed
he had sinned and attempted to lessen his remorse by
returning
the thirtv pieces of silver, but his
heart was never broken with real sorrow for his act.
There are many today who will
acknowledge themselves sinners in
general terms, but with no genuine
sorrow, (godly sorrow) for the sin
and condemnation resting upon them.
There are manv who because of
conviction thru some eospel service
or dispensation of providence attempt
a reform of their lives and try hard
to brinor their lives in harmony with
the divine standard.
Reformation is not repentance, for
Scriptural repentance will lead to
regeneration and reformation will
only lead from one sinful form to another. Scriptural repentance starts

with a realisation that you are lost
and without the mercy of God being
manifested in your behalf, you are
undone forever.
Scriptural repentance accomplishes
that indefinable something within the
heart and soul of man that brings
about a broken up, "fallowed ground"
condition which will readily receive
the incorruptible seed of God's word
and will be the very gate way thru
which faith will gladly and quickly
enter the heart, of the believer.
A great deal of the preaching in
th past years has presented the way
of salvation in such a way as to lead
people to think that all thev needed to
do was to believe God and believe the
promises and thousands never really
renented and got into a condition
where they could have real Bible
faith. The ministry of Jesus onened
bv declaring the necessary requisites
of regeneration. "Renent and believe
t^e Gospel." There are verv few peoQ
TJ<* who h^v re^llv and °"enmnelv renpnted who eve*- have much trouble
tnja.tin0, God f<v i'ustifi"ntion. Someone has said they loved to see people
born into the kingdom with red eyes.
We ve«h*7P (yf course that its not alwav=! the ]ou^e°t c*y that has the
deeDest hurt, hut at the same time we
have nevpr been much impressed with
the religion folks had who had repented without shedding a tear.
There are scriptural as well as
natural laws and we can not successfully work against either.
Repentance is a word that includes
a great deal more than many people
imagine and it does not stop the moment you receive pardon. Of course
the sins you repent of and which are
pardoned need not be repented of the
second time, but the spirit of repen
tance accompanies us all the way to
glory. The heart that is truly saved
will long to do God's will and amid
the hindrances of the flesh, the carnal nature and the devil every mistake or failure will produce in the
real child of God a spirit and disposition of repentance. It is this disposition that makes the soul cry out for
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complete cleansing from all the remains of sin. and cause the soul to
constantly pray that the Holy Spirit
may keep soft and tender the heart
once hardened by sin.
The spirit of repentance is a valuable asset in keeping us from constantly trying to find the defects in
others and harshly criticise them, because it keeps charity at the proper
heat continually.
Spiritual Repentance.
Is the best possible cure for heresy
and false doctrine. We have seen instances where the individual was infested with all sorts of notions and
false ideas and when once they went
into a condition of genuine Scriptural
repentance they had no more trouble
about the divinity of Christ and
many other false notions, but God's
word became in them indeed a "savour of life unto life."
There is not a person in all the
world that believes in Christian Science, Universalism. Russelism, New
Thought or anything else that is
clear on the Scriptural truth of Bible
repentance. Jesus first said Repent—
then believe the Gospel. If you would
lay a foundation for a real Christian
Jife or character begin with Scriptural Repentance.
NOT

CONTRARY TO REGULATIONS.
Dr. W. H. Griffith Thomas says he
received a picture postal card one day
through the mail upon which he had
to pay extra postage. The sender had
written upon the address side the
words "Be of good cheer," but underneath these words the postal authorities had stamped the words, "Contrary to regulations."
"There are many in our churches,"
said the doctor, "who think being of
good cheer is contrary to regulations-"
I think some of us are sometimes
tempted to say, "What time I am
afraid I will trust in thee," but better
still to say at all times, "I will trust
and not be afraid."—Sel.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
WHERE ART THOU?
To get a setting of my text this
evening, read the third chapter of
Genesis- The exact words of the text
you will find in the ninth verse.
Beloved, you know as well as I do
that a man is a responsible being. We
are not responsible for the way we
came into the world, but we are responsible for the way we leave it.
We have a vision before us of man
in his original state, as God had placed him on the earth. He placed him
there in innocence in regard to sin; in
an environment as pleasing as could
be imagined. It was the next thing to
heaven; in fact, the best thing that
could be here on earth. God formed
man out of the dust of the earth—
just simply formed a human being;
and breathed into him the breath of
life, making him a living soul.
You see the picture of man. You
see his innocence in regard to sin. It
was not known to him at this time,
for the reason that God had formed
him in righteousness and holiness.
All he needed to do was to keep the
garden and reap the fruits. I believe
it was God's purpose for them to remain in that state.
There is not a soul that is not in
full fellowship with God that is not
disobeying Gcd. So many do not even
concern themselves about the hereafter, and actually think that if they
stay away from services, and do not
read the Bible, that they will not be
held accountable. But you will be
held accountable. I want to tell you
that you will pay the price for not
knowing, for the simple reason that
you could have knownMan naturally is a student, and
studies from day to day. He prepares
food, he builds for himself a mansion
—builds for the present day, but fails
to prepare for the future.
Man's duty was simply to keep the
garden and reap the fruits, but he
was not to take of that one forbidden
fruit. If he had not disobeyed, man
would not today be suffering from sin.
You know how Satan came and tempted, and how woman failed and fell,
and likewise caused her husband to
fall.
They tried to cover up their
sin with leaves. If you have sin in
your life which you are covering up,
some day it must be uncovered. God
said, "Where art thou?" God knew

where Adam was. He could see even
the very intents of his heart. That is
where the gospel cuts.
Going back again to the fall, we
find man robbed of his robe of righteousness. There is where mortality
came upon Adam and Eve.
Gods plan was that* man should
partake of the tree of life while in
nis noly state. But man fell, and this
made it necessary for Jesus to come
into the world, .but when man committed sin, then we get a picture of
the mercy of uod. If man would have
tnen partaken ox tne tree of life, he
wouict have remained forever in that
siniui state- Buc God would not permit that, ana we see His mercy in
protecting the tree of life with flaming swords.
inen comes that awful message,
Where arc thou? ihey are Aiding
away from the presence of God. Light
maKes manifest, and that is why men
iove uarKne^s rather tnctn iignt, wnen
ihey have sm in tneir nearts.
bo many try to no.d to tne theory
that if tney ao just as good as tney
can—if they live a good moral lire,
they will bd all right. Beloved, unless
you get to the piace where you see
tnere is sin in your life,.and confess
and forsaKe, ana God iorgives tneni
and puts mem unuer tne Dlood, you
win never see insiue tne gates ox
heaven. 'Where art thou?"
uod cursed the wond with briars,
and everything in the world that is
sinful, madness, sorrow, crime, muraer—all sm is a consequence of that
act of disobedience Dack there. I want
to ask you a question. Mow many
times would I have to break the laws
of Ohio to be a criminal ? You know as
well as I do that if I broke the speed
limit, that one act would make me a
guilty criminal. If I was a good man,
that would not justify me. Beloved,
sin is sin. When you commit one sin,
you are a guilty sinner, worthy of
death. One act of disobedience sealed
the doom of man. That is what sin is
doing today- It makes no difference
how often you have been saved, how
often you have met God; if you are
now living under committed sin, if
you should die now, you would be a
lost soul. You may try to shift the responsibility, but just the same, you
are guilty.
Some people want to argue that it
is impossible to live without sin. They
have never gotten to the place where
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they went to God in prayer, and knew
that God took out the sin principle,
and were made free.
Eve caused her husband to fall. It
is not only to yourself, but you will be
the downfall of somebody else. How
pad it is.
Adam and Eve tried to justify
themselves like the people of the
present time. God said "Where art
thou?" They tried to hide among the
trees. Friends, you know as well as I,
that if I was out in a woods and did
not know where I was, I would be lost.
Beloved, if you know not where you
are, then you are a lost soul. A man
whose name I could tell you, went out
in a woods near his own home, where
he was well acquainted, and according to a friend's directions, turned
around several times with his eyes
closed, and became lost. When at last
he came upon his own home buildings,
he did not recognize them.
Beloved, you cannot face the real
light, and refuse to walk in it, but
what you are hurrying on to hell as
fast as the wheels of time can take
you.
Go where you will you can see the
awful results of sin. It separates
fathers and mothers. It separates
parents and children. It breaks up the
home. Every crime and robbery is the
result of sin. All who are in sin tonight are in the same class. I do not
thmk you will find one place for the
good moral folks, and one for a little
lower class, and one for the murderer.
I want to tell you that if you have
never been regenerated, you are in
the same class with the worst sinner.
All have the sin principle in the heart.
That is why a little child grows up
with sin in its life.
Let us wake up and see that sin is
not to be played with. Turn over just
a few pages from where our text is
found, and you will see the outcome of
sin. Two boys go out in a field, and
one kills the other. That is the record
of the first murderer. Next, the murderer tries to cover it up. You cannot
cover up sin. Mark it down, God
knows; and at the judgment you will
have to give account of your sin.
Every murderer, every adulterer,
every sinner will have to face GodYou may be a good moral person, but
you will have to become a Christian
if you ever want to enter the pearly
gates. How do you stand before God.
Beloved, where art thou?
What is the cause of war? Sin, Exactly so. What is the cause of sickness? Sin. Of sorrow, of sadness?
Sin. Everything you can name which
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is sinful is pointing back to where
Adam and Eve fell in the garden of
Eden.
One sin leads to another. There are
some under the sound of my voice
that never expected to be as far in sin
as they are. Ask boys in the penitentiary, and they will tell you that they
never expected to get there.
But speak to one class of people
who are not saved, and they will tell
you that they have all they need.
Present the blood of Christ and they
will say that they want none of the
slaughter-house religion. My Bible
says that without the shedding of
blood there is no remission of sins.
That is why it took the blood of Jesus
Christ.
Where art thou tonight? Away
from God getting deeper and deeper
into sin every day? Say, God knows
where you are. I believe that every
soul here who is honest will know also. But you will go on the same sinner
you have always been unless you are
born of the Spirit, and know just
when the work is done. I believe in a
know-so salvation. I do not give a
snap of the finger for all the profession in this world that is not real possession. If you have real salvation,
your home will find it out, your
friends will find it out, to say nothing
of your live stock. Beloved, you cannot get real salvation unless you pay
the price of a full surrender.
Many a church member would
rather be in the pool room, or in the
dance hall, or at a chicken or oyster
supper than living as a Christian
ought. They preach Fartta Claus to
'he children right from the pulpit,
the place where Jesus Christ, and
Him only, ought to be preached.
Where art thou? Teaching some of
the many infernal lies that are going
out right from the pulpit? Do you
know those very lies will face you
through all eternity?
One thing certain, you can never
get away from God. God has a record. The Bible says that he that hateth his brother is a murderer—just
as bad as if he had committed the
deed. When salvation comes into your
heart it changes your desires, it
changes the heart. It puts you in a
new element.
The greatest sin of the world is
the rejection of Jesus Christ. You
might keep from committing any
other actual sin, but that one is
enough to keep you out of heaven.
Do not try to justify yourself. Have
you accepted Jesus Christ as your
Saviour? Have you confessed your-
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self as a lost sinner? Have you confessed your need to God?
God knew where Adam was. Adam
knew where he was- God wanted
Adam to confess. If you want to get
into the Church that the Bible
speaks about you will have to get rid
of your sins and be sealed with the
Holy Ghost. Some say they are just
as good as the church members. I
will admit that perhaps you are just
as good as some church members.
Remember that your companions in
hell will be those that commit every
kind of sin. It is the devil's purpose
to get folks to put off their soul's salvation until some more convenient
time.
Some time ago, a large number of
people were out on the ice in the
Niagara river, when suddenly it began giving away.' Everyone got off
as quickly as possible, the last ones
having to leap across from the ice to
the shore. . A lady came who was
wearing one of those indecent hobble
skirts, and alas, she could not jump.
Her husband stayed with her, and a
young man also stayed, in hopes that
they might save her. But they floated
on down towards that terrible whirlpool rapids.
Ropes were let
down to them from bridges ahead.
The young man finally grasped one.
but as he was being pulled upward,
his grip loosened, and he fell. None
of them were able to again catch a
rope, and the last that was seen of
them they were down on their knees,
praying, the husband and wife with
their arms around one another. Then
down they went, into the awful whirlpool rapids. Too late then to pray
anymore, no more convenient times
would come- (This was a true incident.)
That is something that is happening every day. People have a chance
to get saved, but the devil ha.! a
death grip on souls, and some of these
Jays the last chance will be gone. Sin
is an awful thing.
A soul without Jesus Christ is like
a man in a little bark on the great
ocean. He is drifting, no hope. If
you are away from God, that is
where you are. And then the devil
will tell you that it is no use, it is too
late, just commit suicide.
People are afraid of a little reproach, afraid people will make a
little fun. Those people out on the
ice had drifted past the d»ead line.
Say, people, God said that His Spirit
would not flways strive with man. I
see a little boy going down the road.
When he comes to the age of ac-
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countability, he comes to the parting
of the ways. He takes the broad road,
the path of sin. He keeps on in sin in
spite of revival services. He goes on
until he passes the dead line or death
overtakes him- That soul is past redemption, there is no getting back.
Beloved, I tell you some of these
times God's Spirit will leave, it will
be too late. God will have shut the
door. All your praying will not open
that door again. You had better weep
and wail now, and seek mercy and
your eternal inheritance. Are you in
safety? Are you ready for Him to
close the door, as He did the door of
the ark before the flood?
We read of a man who went to a
wedding feast without the wedding
garment on. The inspector came
around and found him. He had the
profession, but not the possession.
He was put out into the outer darkness, where there was weeping and.
wailing and gnashing of teeth. It
was too late.
Friends, where art thou? Do you
know that you have actually been
saved from sin? Beloved, Jesus
Christ is the only hope, the only
rescue you can have. You know
whether or not you are ready to meet
Jesus Christ. Two men one time received leave from an army. The general told them to come back tomorrow. They never came- Why? "Tomorrow" is not a legal expression. Tomorrow never comes. It never comes
in eternity. You will find there that
the moments are weeks, and the
seconds years. Ah! worse than that,
there is no end. God, help us to see
what it means. All just because Jesus
Christ has been rejected.
Where art thou ? Without Jesus
Christ you are just the sinner you
have always been, ever since you
were born. Do you realize it? Ah!
souls are perishing. Beloved, heaven
is cheap at any cost. Friends, I want
to warn you as one who loves your
soul, sin has no promise for you. You
are drifting further, and further.
Sometime you will cross the dead
line—beyond all hope—beyond mercy
—beyond prayers—too lateSome one says, I will take another way. I think I can get there
without confessing my sins, and so on.
Man has made many substitutions,
but God never changes, and His word
shall never pass away. The only safe
way is the Bible way.
Jesus suffered and died that we
might partake of the tree of life,—
He is the tree of life. Through Jesus
Christ that which was lost through
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the fall is restored. Outside of Jesus a good example. But after Christ call- OBSTACLES AND DANGERS TO
you cannot have eternal life, for He ed him, and he obeyed the call, then
SUNDAY SCHOOLS OF OUR
is the tree of life. God expects man he said, "aH that I have taken wrongTIME AND HOW WE MAY
to partake of Him.
fully, I will restore fourfold." When a
OVERCOME THEM.
God, help us to see that we are soul confesses their sins to God and
W. B. Eyer
lost, doomed souls. Men recognize where they belong God will write the
We have com e to realize in our
that fact, and that is why they do pardon on their heart.
present day that the Sunday School
not want to come to the house of God.
When I was nineteen years old I is one of the most important branches
If you cannot stand the saints of God knelt at an altar in a schoolhouse, of our church work.
now. you could not stand Heaven if and took my place as a sinner. I was
In looking at this important work
you erot there.
a ball plaver, a card player, a dancer, from the viewpoint of its present day
War is an awful thin?. The boys a sinner far away from God. T cried obstacles and dangers and how to
who were in the war do not want to out to God to save me. I did not. shake overcome them; let us first look at it
talk about it, it was «o terrible. Gen- hands with the preacher, or sign a from the side of being properly oreral Sherman said "War is hell-" If card, but God forgave me and T was ganized, which means efficiency.
you will read vour Bible, you. will see the happiest soul this side of heaven.
We see and hear in the world today
that war is a li^ht thin? in compariof
business enterprizes and the like
Men
do
not
want
the
gospel.
They
son with H°ll. Read your B,-ble. Read drown their convictions with the having failed or gone bankrupt.
the Book of Revelations with an un- pleasures of this world. Ah! the.psalQuite often one can trace such dispreiudiced heart. May God help us to mist David says, "though I take the aster to lack of proper organization.
get awakened up. What does your winsrs of the morning and go to the
I feel confident in saying that "in
stubborn will amount to? Beloved uttermost parts of the sea, thou art our present day the Sunday School
sin is expensive. When you come there." You cannot get away from that is properly organized will be
down to death's door, there may be no God.
better able to withstand the dangers
chance for you. Today is the day of
and overcome the obstacles which are
Each one is responsible for him- confronting the Sunday Schools of
salvation.
Beloved, when Christ comes, He is self. You cannot blame somebody our land.
In speaking of being properly orcoming to take away His bride. They else if you are not saved, or if you
fall.
That
is
the
way
people
like
to
do,
ganized
relative to the Sunday School
will have overcome by the Blood of
of the large school.
the Lamb, and bv the word of their though. Adam blamed Eve, Eve blam- w e natura ly think
We think t % at many things postestimony. You will have to get down ed the serpent.
before God Almighty and have an
Sin is everywhere. You cannot pick sible in the way of or7anization with
altar somewhere and call upon God up a newspaper but what you see sin. the large school are out of reach with
for mercy to you a signer. Someone You cannot walk down the street but the smaU one.
A small school need to b e small
told me of a picture they had of God what you see sin. You know its conin a vision, and thev saw Him holding sequences. In one little town in wes- in size only; while its aims, objecthe pardons in his hands for precious tern Ohio where there were one hun tives and tasks may be large.
There are many small schools in
lost souls. Bploved. God is able. He dred marriages, there were more than
our
land today really efficient.
one time asked, "Which is easier? To fifty divorce cases. This is just one efOne of the first steps towards effisay, 'take up thy bed and walk,' or fect which sin has.
ciency in the Sunday School is that of
'thv sins be fororiven thee.' "
I tell you, if you follow the course finding an aim or purpose in the
Some sav that they don't believe of sin, you do not know where you work. A right step in this direction
there is a h'°ll. Friend, you know sickwould be that t h e staff of Sunday
ness is in the Bible, and death is in will land. You have no assurance that School officers including the pastor,
you
will
not
fill
a
murderer's
grave.
the Bible, and so is hell in the Bible.
meet and make an effort to state in
Thev want to cut it out because of You will face the gallows in the iudg- clear cut manner the real purpose of
their sins, but it is there just the ment day. Where art thou? You know the school. As a result of this step no
if there is condemnation on your soul. doubt a variety of statements would
same.
You know whether or not your sins be forthcoming.
Imaoine a soul in the penitentiarv are under the blood. You know if you
Some would maintain strongly
that is doomed. Think of that soul are living up to all the light you have
that t h e business of the Sunday
comins- out of that prison, blindfold- had.
School W as to teach the Bible, others
ed, to the fallows. The trip is spruner.
that
it was the purpose of the school
You
who
are
outside
of
Christ
can
his life coes out. Sinner friend, yon
to recruit the school and church
are facing the callows of an eternal enter into Christ; or you can cross membership;
also that its purpose is
God. You are marchino- forward in the dead line, and pass into eternity. to achieve the conversion of the pupil.
We
must
make
our
own
decision.
If
life to a ^allows of sin. God knows the
We a1! admit the purposes are right
interts of your heart. He knows your you reject Christ, and land in etern- in so far as they go.
life, ppd "We keeps the record. I am ity unsaved, you will think back to
However I believe there are three
p-ip/! th^t it is possible for the record the time when you had the invitation, distinct tasks that should not be lost
the blessed opportunity to come to sight of in this important branch of
to be cleared.
Says someone, T could not h've it. It Christ. God is calling now. You are church work.
was -poss'bl0 foT- God to make a man makine- your own decision; vou may
First that of teaching Christianity.
out of dust, BO it is surely possible for be deciding for eternity. If Jesus No one will question this as there is
should come, would you be saved or a body of truth that must be learned
Goo" to Vop-n him.
lost?
Where art thou?
by every Christian. This truth as we
Soma fnVra fvir to cet to heaven
without Tiavm"" thoi> sins confessed,
—Notes on a sermon bv Eld. Ray have it in t h e Word is given to suit
(Continued to page 14.)
and making restitution. Zacchaeus is Witter. Reported by Dortha Dohner.
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR PASTOR
SUCCEED.
Bishop Charles H. Fowler.
The church cannot afford to have
the pastor fail. If you, and he, and
we, and God, all combined, can make
him succeed, we have done our best.
For this end God always uses all the
agencies within his reach and leaves
no force within the promptings of infinite love untrained on this point.
We offer a few hints and suggestions
for the consideration of the laity.
Hear Him.
This is not a fairweather duty. Has
not the business of eternity as urgent
claims as the business of time? Then
it is not too high to let one rule govern decisions in both cases. The
preacher is sent to he heard. He
comes to tell the good news. Joy bubbles up in the heart and ripples out
over the lips, while sorrow settles,
like life's sediments, in the bottom
of the heart, to clog its throbbings.
His best may not suit you. Remember
that there are only a few model
preachers. We have read of only one
perfect Model, and He was crueified
many centuries ago.
You are to hear as those who must
give an account to God. Roaming
about for the Gospel is as pernicious
to character as roaming about business life would be to a man's fortune.
Fortunes are built up by pushing a
business along given lines through all
seemings. Religious; characters follow the same law. Who are the pillars
of the church? Not those who run
around after men, but those who
stand by the church.
"Back" Him.
Be in your place. Battles are won,
not by men on the muster roll, but by
the men in the engagement. As a rule,
sermons are none too warm. An
empty pew throws a bucket of cold
water over the pulpit. We have seen
very good preachers, like very good
gophers, drowned out. Every seat in
the prayer meeting is occupied. When
you are not in your seat there, some
evil spirit occupies it, trying to represent you. Is it not too much to ask
your pastor to pray in pandemonium?
You either go or send a hand. In the
low strifes of this world for perishable crowns and belts, champions
never stand alone.
Pray for Him.
The mother, seeing her son's craft
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go upon the breakers, kneels on the
dripping beach. Many a dead church
has been resurrected by the voice of
prayer. The Master's blessing has
many a time made a very little bread
and fish feed a great hungry multitude. Your prayer will secure that
blessing. The great revival that
launched the infant church originated in a ten days' prayer meeting.
The Reformation sprouted in the cell
w..ere the great German prayed.
Methodism grew out of the prayer
meeting of a few Oxford students.
The great Irish revival that astonished the world the other decade was
spoken into power by the prayer of
two poor women. Simeon and Anna,
in extreme age, dwelt in the temple
and abode before the altar and they
found in the helpless babe of a peasant of Nazareth the Son of God.
Pay Him
That steward who charged the
preacher with a pair of socks which
his mother gave the preacher the
year before footed his Gospel bill with
a yam that will not bear repeating
among the angels. He differed from
the preacher in being scantily supplied with soul; and from this mother
in that while she warmed the preacher's soles, he prepared his own soul
for warming hereafter. He must have
not only bread, but also books. This
means money to pay for them, and
time to study them. When the hopper is empty, the bread tray cannot
long be full.
Use Him
He is neither a sickle nor & winepress; nevertheless, if you would
gather the harvest and the vintage he
must be used- Weak men object to
being used. But that is what we are
in the world for. Great parties, great
organizations, great movements, use
men for the advancement of vital interests. God's administration in this
world consists in using men; and the
perfection of human greatness consists in being put to the greatest uses.
Your pastor comes with certain ability for the advancement of the cause
in your community. Now, utilize this
ability. Use him on business principles. Seek that handling of his gifts
and graces that will secure the largest harvest. Use him along the lines
of his strenTJ:h. Revolve him about his
shortest axis. All this means that by
a skill that denotes ability you are to
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put within his reach the reinforcement of your own knowledge, and experience, and judgment. If you lack
these, or the skill to lend them, the
pastor may be less responsible for
not profiting by them.
Give Him Air
Break up the old-time league between Satan and the sexton. Many a
good sermon is neutralized by bad
air. You could smother Paul or Barnabas in carbonic acid gas. It is easy
enough to ventilate a church, when it
is empty, but it takes the best brain
in the community to do it when filled.
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord
is a high office.
Support Him
Make him feel that he is not alone.
No man can do much alone. The sense
of support is better than support
without that sense. Preacher and
people are the confronting halves of
an arch. Separated, they cannot hold
up themselves; united, they can hold
up the world.
Encourage Him
Some people think that it is dangerous to commend a preacher. It is more
dangerous not to do so. True, you may
inflate him; but if he explodes it is a
slight loss. Not much material would
be wasted in him. The thoughtful
preacher finds enough to humble him
in the failure of his best work. Bishop Simpson was so disheartened on
his first circuit that for months he
was fuJy resolved to retire from the.
work at the end of the year. Judicious encouragement would have saved
him many weary hours. The lack of
it nearly robbed the church and the
world of a preacher and a prince almost without a peer.
Recommend Him
Many a moderate preacher is sustained by timely and persistent recommendation. Your approving sentence may turn the scale to a glorious
success. Some men refuse to give an
opinion till after the case is determined. It is more generous to give the
struggling man the benefit of the
doubt. It is time enough to bury him
when he is dead. Ridicule at your
table can prevent his helping your
children. Sons go to ruin because
fathers criticise the preacher. Criticism is easy. Nothing is perfect, and
it requires no great ability to find
fault. It rather indicates great
perversity of heart. Bees, not blowflies, find honey everywhere.
Illustrate His Gospel
When the lives of the believers pull
the same way with the words of the
preacher, nothing is impossible. The
ancients said: "Whose life is lightning, his words are thunder."—Tract-
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LOST IN THE UNDERWORLD.
One glorious afternoon in May, 1905, the
express train from York was nearing London. It was not so crowded as usual, and
two sisters girls of eighteen and nineteen,
were traveling in an apartment by themselves. Both had taken off their hats, and
with neatly shod feet on the opposite seat,
were munching chocolates and chattering,
too full of excitement and delight at this.
their first visit to London, to care to read
the napers and magazines with which they
were surrounded.
"Aunt Agatha said she'd meet us," Margaret remarked as she polished a bit of
window with her dainty lace handkerchief.
"I do ho^e she won't have one of her headaches today."
"Oh. well, she'd send somebody else,
then." Ethel, settling herself more comfortably in her corner, did not intend to
worry—the round, smiling childish face
and rlnnro lit+le figure proclaimed that
sh° took life easily.
Pres°n + lv the train steamed into King's
Cross, and the two girls with some difficulty
elbowed their wav through the crowd, at
the same time looking around for their
aunt's fam'liar face. A hand was laid on
Margaret's arm.
"You were to have been met, were you
n o t ? " said a f e a s a n t voice, and looking up,
•fhe girls met the smiling gaze of a tall,
handsome woman, rather strikingly dressed.
"Yes. mv aunt—" Margaret, who always
took the lead, was beginning, when the
stranger interrupted.
"She asked me to meet you—she is not
very well today, and as T live near here T
offered to take you home to dinner with
me. You can go on to your aunt's later;
you've had such a long iourney already."
So, glad that they had not to find their
way alone in this great bewildering city,
the two little country girls followed their
aunt's "friend" into a cab, and in a few
minutes reached their destination.
Mrs. Thomas' house was a tall, gloomy
building, one of a long row all exactly
alike, and the first room into which they
were taken seemed dark and stuffy, with
many curtains. But a cheerful fire and an
excellent cup of tea awaited them, and
then, after an interval, their hostess said
in her pleasing, caressing voice:
"Poor dears! I'm sure you are tired.
You shall come upstairs and rest for an
hour before dinner," and she preceded
them to a plainly furnished but tsomfortable room on the first floor.
"Of course, you mustn't bother to unpack anything for the hour or two you'll be
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here," she continued, with a quick glance
of veiled contempt at their serge coats and
skirts,* as she spoke, unlocking a wardrobe, "but I've got some friends coming to
dinner, and I want you two girls to look
your, best; so would you mind putting on
some of these things to please me? There's
sure to be something you can wear."
For an instant the visitors hesitated,
then, unwilling to disa-point their beaming
hostess—their aunt's "friend"—they agreed.
As the door closed behind Mrs. Thomas,
Ethel Erskine made a grimace, but Margaret laughed gaily.
"It's a good joke," she said. "Let us
see what's here."
An hour later, when the gong sounded,
they ran downstairs in pretty evening
gowns, feeling ra + her shy, but inclined to
enjoy the fun of the whole thing.
In the drawing-room with Mrs. Thomas,
were four gentlemen and a lady, and as
ihey entered dinner was announced. During the meal the girls constantly found
themselves watching the two women, who
were rouged to the eyes, and wore dresses
decollete in the extreme.
Presently Margaret's partner, speaking
in a low tone, claimed her attention.
"Do you know our hostess well?" he
asked.
"No, she is a friend of my aunt's," Margaret replied. "She met us at King's Cross
this afternoon."
"Is that your sister over there?" There
was something quick, imperative, in the
voice of the questioner, and the girl looked
at his keen, thin face in surprise, as she
assented.
"Do you know what sort of house, this
i s ? " he continued, still speaking in a rapid
undertone. "I see you don't. Well, if you
and your sister can't escape at once, you
never will, and you will be ruined. Forgive
me, but this is no time to mince matters."
With an awful sense of helplessness,
Margaret was for the moment dumb.
"There is only one thing to be done," her
companion went on. "Immediately after
dinner I will cause a diversion, and when
you see you are not observed, you must
run out of the front door and fetch a
policeman to come back for your sister."
The girl's horrified glance wandered
round the table, from her sister, chatting
happily with her neighbor, to the two
painted, gaudily dressed women, and back
to the man at her side. Then, unsophisticated as she was, the truth flashed upon
her.
"Pull yourself together and try to talk
as if you suspect nothing—but don't touch
the wine," came a whisper a moment later,
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and with a strong effort the girl obeyed.
Presently her companion gained the attention of the whole table by announcing
that he had lately developed some weird
thought-reading powers.
"You must show us after dinner," Mrs.
Thomas remarked, and he readily agreed.
"Will any lady come out in+o the hall
with me to act as a medium;" he *is-ked,
when, a little later, they were all assembled
in the drawing-room, and Margaret, alert
for the opening, offered to accompany huii.
In a dream, the girl murmured her
thanks as he softly opened the front d>or;
then she ran down the steps into the road.
For some little time she courd find no
policeman, and she turned into another
road, to be confronted again by row after
row of houses all exactly alike. Here,
after five minutes' walking she saw one.
Breathless she reached him, and, telling her
story, led him back into the direction of
the house from which she had escaped, till
suddenly, sick with horror, she turned her
white face to him,—she could not find the
house.
Four years later a girl of twenty-three
might have been seen hard at work in an
office on the first floor of a large, well-appointed house in Kensinger. She was seated at a well-filled desk, with typewriter
and rows of neatly pigeon-holed correspondence. Stacked around the walls were
pamphlets, files of papers, and all the paraphernalia of business. Everything here related to one subject—a strange one to be in
the hands of this young-looking girl—an
organized attempt to suppress that greatest evil of our time, the white slave traffic.
Ever since that terrible day when, after
hours of fruitless searching, the blackness
of an unspeakable horror settled down on
Margaret Erskine's soul—when she realized that her sister was left to a fate compared with which death was a happiness
and a release—from that hour the girl determined to dedicate her life to the fight
with this supreme evil. As the months and
years slipped by, the tragedy of her
young sister's ruined life forever haunted
her with a persistence time only seemed
to strengthen, and day by day she scrutinized every strange face she met.
A year later the same girl was sitting
in the same room reading a letter. As she
scanned the sheet a faint flush arose in her
cheeks, for it contained an offer of marriage from the man she loved. Drawing a
sheet of paper towards her, she prepared to
write an acceptance, but three—four—five
minutes passed and she remained motionless. Her inward vision had been awakened.
Plainly stretching before her appeared
two roads, and toiling along the one she
saw herself, every ounce of energy, time,
passion she possessed spent in stemming
the black stream engulfing so many of
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her sisters. On the other road she saw herself, a happy, sheltered wife, perhaps
mother, tenderly cared for, set upon a pedestal—but without the power to reach that
other road, or the time to do anything appreciable against that awful, rising tide.
With a low cry she fell upon her knees
and buried her face in her hands. She had
made her choice.
She wrote a refusal.
London, Paris, Berlin and New York have
been searched without result. Three more
years have slipped away, but no trace has
been found of the innocent girl entrapped
into slavery worse than death. And the cry
goes up—how long ?—Bombay (India)
Guardian.
TIME SOON WILL END.
Time soon will end—afflicting thought!
Oh! may I feel it as I ought,
And think, and speak, and act, as I
Shall wish, when I shall come to die.
Time soon will end—but must I give
Account of every day I live.
Lord on my sins in mercy look:
Blot them forever from Thy Book!
Time soon will end—let me begin
To hate and flee from every sin,
And every day and Sabbath spend
As one who knows that time must end.
Time soon will end—and I shall be
Where all is vast eternity:
Then, O, my soul( where wilt thou dwell?
In heaven? or wilt thou sink to hell?
Since time will end, be it my prayer,
My earnest, never-ceasing care
To walk with God on earth, and rise
To live with Him beyond the skies.
Then time may end—for I shall soar
From earth to a far happier shore;
And find 'midst joys that ne'er decay,
A crown that cannot fade away.
—-Selected.

FOR SALE—CHEAP.
Three girls one evening returning
from work arm in arm were making
remarks to the young men they met,
and then laughing loudly at the answers, often impertinent ones, which
thev received. One of them, seeing
two students approaching, jostled up
Against one of them as if by accident,
and then waited expecting him to
speak to her. But the young man turned to his companion, "For Sale—
Cheap," he said contemptuously.
His comrade stopped and looked at
the girl, who stood as if rooted to the
snot bv the unexpected cutting reply;
something in her stricken face touched him. and he snoke to his friend in
low but clear tones meant for her to
hear, "No, you are mistaken," he
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said; "the true, sweet womanliness of
this girl is not for sale; she has been
very silly, but you will see she will
not make herself cheap again; she
has a good face."
Then they passed on, and the girl
turned slowly, and instead of following her companions she went straight
home. A new thought had swept into
her life; she had been blind to much
that would be clear to her for evermore, and she took out of he»* hair
the silly curling pins and pa^.s, tore
off some tawdry sham jewels she was
wearing, and began a new life from
that night.
It was not always easy, but whenever she felt tempted to the old giddy,
vulgar ways, she remembered t W
steering words, "For Sale—Cheap,"
and then the low, kindly reply, "No,
she has a good face," and indeed in
time this erirl did become so dignified
and beautiful a character that everyone who looked at her felt the better
for it and a fiance from her pure,
clear eves shamed many an unseemly
jest into silence. Men as well as women resnected and trusted her. and
when she married., her husband
foun^ himself always striving to be
worthy of her love.—Sel.
CAUSE AND EFFECT.
A sh^rt time a<?o in the citv of Cal"varv. a. youn*>- wo^an at a late hour
of ni°"ht came r'ls^inor into the home
of one of our neonle, all out of breath.
pavm0- she had been chased bv two
men. T^e man of the house looked at
'he** and said, "I am not surmised.
When a voung woman gets out on the
?tre°ts wit> her chp«t and limbs exposed to tho "-a.7Q of men what else
c*>n b a ovne^te^? When T was a voun°r
man. if I "ad seen a, vonn<r woman on
the streets in su^h attire I should
have rom^ to the conclusion that she
wa« a havlot."
Mav Hod on en +he eves of the
mothers of our land so that t^ev mav
see this monster a.« nure-min^ed men
see it. and as T believe God sees it.
May the Hhnrch of <^od and the ministers of .Te^u^ fTVirist orv out a.ow'nst
this sin before we eret so accustomed to it that we do not take much
notice of it.
A woman is sroing down the street.
She carries a cigar in her mouth.
Everybody notices her. Everybody
judges her to be a half-witted or
poor faUen creature.
Everybody
dreads to nass by her. We have not
fotten used to seeing a woman carrying a cigar in her mouth. Some laugh,
others stare, and all are disgusted,
just because she is a woman. Not long
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ago an evangelist was holding a meeting for "Men Only." He asked all to
stand who believed that the immodest dress of the present day was one
of the greatest temptations to evil
thoughts that the young men of the
day had to meet. And the whole company rose to a man. "Cry aloud, spare
not; lift up thy voice like a trumpet:
and show my people their transgression." Is. 58:1. This slimy monster is
determined to get into the church of
the living God. "Awake, awake; put
on thy strength, O Zion; put on thy
beautiful garments, 0 Jerusalem, the
holy city; for henceforth there shall
no more come into thee the uncircumcised and the unclean." Isa. 52:1.
—Sel.
CONDUCIVE TO IMMODESTY.
We remember, in bur childhood, old
crones, who clung to their clay pipes,
but they were objects of ridicule.
They were not imitated. The introduction of the cigarette has popularized tobacco and expedited its woeful
invasion against the children and
motherhood of America.
• ;
Some 18,000 picture theatres augment the tobacco menace by daily
parading before our daughters actresses and girls of the demi-mode,
who smoke, drink and present acts
of indecency and wantonness. Feminine modesty and restraint are waning. Only prompt and wise action can
save our wives and daughters.—The
Light.
MY PRAYER.
To grow a little wiser day by day;
To school my mind and body to obey;
To keep my inner life both clean and
strong;
To free my life from guile, my mind
from wrong;
To shut the door on hate and scorn
and pride;
To open then to love the windows
wide;
" ^
To meet with cheerful heart what
comes to me;
To turn life's discords into harmony;
To share some weary worker's heavy
:
load;.
;"
.ffi
: '
To point some straying comrade to
the road;
To know that what I have is not my
own;
;1
To feel that I am never quite alone—
This would I pray from day to day.
For t h e n ! know my life will flow'
In peace until it be God's will I go.
•—Selected.
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and continue indefinitely as the Lord may
lead.
YOUR ATTENTION.
is hereby called to the fact that there is a
great need for Orphanage Workers and
Funds at this present time.
The Jabbok Orphanage is especially in
need of workers and unless workers are
forthcoming in the very near future, the
Orphanage will have to be abandoned.
We are sure that the Lord has someone
who feels the call to this most needy and
noble work, and we, therefore, the undersigned members of the Beneficiary and Orphanage Board, do hereby request that in
every congregation the minister or ministers shall bring this need before their people and an earnest effort be made at orce
to encourage an early response in the way
of workers and funds.
John A. Stump, Chairman.
J. B. Funk, Secretary.
J. R. Eyster, Treasurer.

MARRIAGES
NYE-WENGER
On December 21, 1920, at 11 a. m. at the
home of the bride's father, Brother Joe O.
Wenger of Shippensburg, Pa., Bro. Walter
G. Nye and Sr. Pheobe I. Wenger were
united in marriage. Bish. H. C. Shank of
Waynesboro, Pa., officiating.
GROFF-HOSSINGER
On New Year's day, at two o'clock in the
afternoon, there occurred the marriage of
Robert Henry Groff and Miss Bernice
Marie Hossinger. The ceremony was performed at the home of the officiating minister, Bish. B. F. Hoover.

Obituaries
CHARLES—Sr. Fannie Charles, wife of
Bro. Emanuel Charles, was born November
18, 1838, and passed away January 15,
1921, aged 82 years, 1 month, and 28 days.
She was married in 1862, and converted in
1866.
She has always been a faithful and
consistent Christian, always an inspiration to the pulnit when she was present at
the services. The funeral services were in
charge of Bro. Bright, B. F. Hoover, and
Samuel Whisler. The text, chosen by the
departed, was John 14: 1, 2, 3.
LAUVER—Qharles Abner Lauver, son
of Bro. Harvey and Sr. Ruth Kanode
Lauver, was born January 19, 1921; died
January 20, 1921. Death was due to a
leaking valve of the heart. His time on
earth was short, only budded on earth to
bloom in heaven. Tho we miss him, yet
we bow in submission to Him who doeth
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all things well. Short services were conducted at the house by Eld. Wm. Longacre. Interment in the Lost Creek cemetery.

To proclaim the salvation that makes
free
And keeps us from sin apart.

MYERS—Benjamin M. Myers was born
near Greencastle, Pa., November 10, 1838;
died January 4, 1921, aged 83 years, 1
month, 24 days. Bro. Myers was a member
of the Brethren in Christ church for more
than forty years.
He was married twice. His first wife was
Miss Sarah Miller, who preceded him over
forty-five years. He then married Miss
Catherine Whisler, who also died over
thirty-five years ago. He leaves to mourn
his less, these children: Mrs. Frank Garling, 3ish. Jacob M. Myers, Mrs. Samuel
Myers, Mrs. Alvin Young, Rev. Ambrose
Myers, Mrs. H. B. Lesher, and Miss Susan
at home. Funeral was held at the Montgomery church, conducted by Bish. H. C.
Shank and Jacob Jury. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
LADY—Harvey Calvin Lady, son of
Samuel and Olive Lady, was born, near
Abilene, Kansas, May 19, 1892: died at
Mtshabezi Mission December 7, 1920, aged
28 years, 6 months, and 18 days.
Brother Lady was married to Sister
Naomi Kern, also of Abilene, Kansas, on
September 6, 1916. They both received
their call to the African Mission field,
which they faithfully obeyed: they had the
pleasure of spending some time in Portuguese East Africa and were much attached
to the natives and showed a great interest
to their welfare.
Brother Lady leaves many friends both
here in Africa and in America, his native
country, among whom there are not a few
natives.
His sudden passing away will come as a
great shock to his many relatives; his happy useful life came to a sudden and most
unexpected end while out among the natives in the Master's service. While riding
side by side with Sr. Baker in a small cart
drawn by oxen, a shot gun which was leaning on the seat between them, suddenly and
without any known cause, discharged a
full charge of large shot into his right
arm near the shoulder, almost tearing the
member from the body, causing a wound
from which he died a few hours later.
"The Missionary"
He heard the voice of God above,
To leave all he loved behind;
To carry the message of redeeming love
To dying and lost mankind.
He took with him his faithful wife,
Broke all his kindred ties;
And stepped out wholly for a life
Of battle for human lives.
He sailed across the big blue sea
With a happy song in his heart,

lh*t
us

He labored for God many a day;
He was tried in the furnace of fire;
He toiled 'till he heard his Savior say,
'"Tis enough, come up higher."
They buried him in the foreign land
Beneath the tropic sod;
But he left behind a faithful band
Of dark-skinned brethren for God.
He started the work in the Master's name,
And for Him lived alone;
He did not care for pomp or fame
But to save the lost erring one.
His labors are o'er; he has gone above;
We are left to take up his work;
Are we willing to tell of the Savior's love,
Or will we try our duty to shirk.
Let us step out for God, with courage high,
Let us give up thoughts of honor and
fame;
Let us trust in the Savior's love and might
And win many souls in His name.
HODEL—Michael Hodel was bom in
Ehrstadt, Germany, January 19, 1841. On
May 22, 1870 he was united in marriage to
Lydia Hunsinger of Rappanan, Germany,
and died at home January 18, 1921, at the
age of 80 years. To this union were born
nine children, three of whom preceded him
to the spirit world. In 1887 he came with
his family to America and settled in Clay
county, where he lived until his death. In
1891 he united with the Brethren in Christ
Church, and remained a faithful member
until the end. He was a kind husband and
loving father, and leaves to mourn his departure, a wife, three sons: Christian, Jacob, and Henry, and three daughters: Mrs.
Lydia Baer, Mrs. Christian Brand, and Mrs.
Kate Heer.
Funeral services were held a t
the
Brethren in Christ Church in North East
Hays Township, conducted by Bish. M. G.
Engle, assisted by E. M. Smith. Interment
was made in the cemetery nearby.

A PROMISE.
A promise should be given with
caution, and kept with care. A promise should be made by the heart, and
remembered by t h e head. A promise
and its performance should, like the
scales of a true balance, always present a mutual adjustment. A promise
neglected is an untruth told. A promise attended to is a debt settled.
"Little maiden, little man,
Be as pleasant as you can;
For a naughty word, they say.
Changes sunny skies to gray."

REPORTS
PHILADELPHIA '
Greeting you in the precious name of Jesul
We will endeavor to submit unto you our
last report for nineteen hundred and twenty.
We begin another year with a greater determination in our hearts to make this year
the greatest year of our lives: for Jesus may
come before it comes to a close. Come Lord
Jesus come quickly. We can say with the
Psalmist: "God be merciful unto us and
bless us; and cause his face to shine upon
us; Selah. That thy ways may be known
upon earth, thy saving health among all
nations. Let the people praise thee, O God;
let all the people praise thee."
We are glad to tell you that the work
is moving forward for the cause of Christ
and the advancement of His Kingdom. We
praise the good Lord for the many blessings that we have received from His bountiful hand, both spiritual and temporal; but
we are looking forward for greater things
to come when we shall see him face to face.
Praise the Lord forever.
The Gospel is being preached, souls are
being saved, the sick are being healed, and
the children of God are made happy. Praise
the Lord. We believe in preaching a full and
free salvation, that saves and sanctifies
both soul and body, sets you on fire for
God. It makes you a clean vessel, free from
sin, dead to the world and all of its allurements. Praise the Lord for victory. We are
glad to say that some have made the good
choice in the beginning of this new year,
and hope many more will decide for Christ.
Our Sunday School is well attended with a
good interest.
Since our last report we have had the
privilege of having with us our dear Bro.
and Sr. Walter Wenger, and Bro. Andrew
Wenger, returned missionaries from Africa.
On December thirty first, we also had with
us our dear Bro. and Sr. Smith, returned
missionaries from India. Bro. Smith preached for us on Friday night, as the old year
passed out and the new came in. On the
following Sunday they gave us a talk on the
work in India and its needs. The people
expressed their appreciation of the message by a very liberal offering. May the
blessing of God rest upon the work everywhere. We thank the dear ones that have so
nobly stood by the work at this place with
their means as well as their prayers.
We are always glad for anything that
you may feel impressed to send for the
work here in clothing or provisions. Don't
forget this place. May this year of your
life be one of joy and peace in the Holy
Ghost.
Financial report for November 1920
Balance carried over
$ 5.95
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Receipts
Mission offering
28.37
Bro. Jacob Ginder
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Longenecker, Harrisburg,
Pa.,
10.00
Manheim S. S., Pa.,
25.00
Bro. Jacob Kuhns, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
10.00
A sister. Mechanic sburg, Pa.,
1.00
Bro. Wolgemuth, Florin, Pa., .
2.00
Total
Expenditures
Total expenses including for poor
Balance December 1st.
December
Carried over
Mission offering
Moortown S. S., Mich.,

$87.32
72.22
15.10
15.10
29.77
7.00

Total
$51.87
Expenditures
Total expenditures for December
67.13
Due Mission
14.56
Other donations by the following, Bro.
Shank. Sr. Mary Stover, Sr. Martha Landis,
Bro. and Sr. Bender, O. B. Herr, Edna
Ryman, Bertha Flax, Lancaster County,
Bro. Kuhns, Bro. and Sr. Landis, Sr.
Bosenberry, Bro. Byers, Sr. Sweet, Bro.
Lyons and Sr. Taylor.
In His service for souls,
Workers.
REPORT OF MESSIAH ORPHANAGE.
Cash donations and receipts for October,
November and December: Enoch McCorkle,
$45; Manheim S. S., $19.35; San Francisco
Mission $31.05; A sister, Rapho Dist., $4;
Levi Witmer, $10; Mary E. Hoffman, $1;
Harvey Lauver, $2; Offering box, $2.66; W.
L. Kreider, $50; John Miller, $1; E. H. Martin, $5; A sister, $5; Sr. Jos. Gish, $3;
Mary Good. $1; Mable Pritz, $1; Annie
Schwend, $2; Lottie Engle, $2; Lydia Myer,
$5; Conoy S. S., $18.32; Levi Witmer, $10;
Fairland S. S. $10; Mrs. Geary, $3; Mary
E. Hoffman. $5; Mrs. Orren, $5; offering
box $3.15; Chambersburg S. S., $18.42;
Sam'l K. Gish. $100; Elizabeth Ginder, $3;
Pi^.i-gold S. S. $30.40; A. B. Musser, $5;
Elizabethtown Sewing Circle, $18.20; Enoch
McCor^e. $20; S^a+e appropriation $750;
Pelsase of child $25; Labor of children
$71.40; Labor of children for Parity Fund,
$73.19; Board of child-en. $186.50; Interest
on Endowment Funds. $281.20; Farm sales
$152.25.

ter, H. O. Musser, Daniel Wolgemuth, Jacob Gish, Levi Martin, Mt. Joy Sewing
Circle, Hiram Wolgemuth, Andrew Zercher,
Elizabethtown Sewing Circle, Needle Work
Guild, Souderton, Henry Lehman, Harvey
Wiles, Neddie Work Guild, Palmyra, S. S.
Keefer, M. E. Kraybill, H. K. Metzker,
Solomon Lauver, Home Mission Sewing
Circle, Thos. Wilson, Sr. Brubaker, Mechanicsburg Sewing Circle, Martin Kraybill, A
brother, Elizabethtown, H. R. Kagarise,
Mrs. Venrich, Fannie Rambler, Elizabethtown Sewing Circle, Jacob Kuhns and family, Mary Peifer, Cedar Grove S. S., Mrs.
Sam'l Myer, D. B. Winger, Isaac Hershey.
Marey E. Hoffman, S. S. Keefer and John
Mumper, Aaron Heisey & Sons, A sister,
Elizabethtown, Sr. Kraybill. Elizabethtown Sewing Circle. Rebecca and Daisy
Vainer, Miriam Mellinger's S. 3. Class,
Manheim Sewing Circle.
We thank all the dear ones for their generosity, which helps to lighten th- burdens
of the workers and makes the heart-; of the
children glad.
MESSIAH HOME.
"As for God, His way is perfect: the
Word of the Lord is tried: He is a buckler
to all those that trust in Him." Psa. 18-30.
As we look back over the year that is
past and gone, we view it filled with various experiences and days of busy labor,
but the Lord has been good to us. Sometimes there are things hard for us to understand, but we know God never makes a
mistake, and what He does is done right.
We need your prayers that we may be
kept in divine order and under the' guidance of the Holy Spirit, so that we may be
a blessing each day to those with whom we
come in contact.

Cash Donations
Sr. Jennie Jones. $1.50; Sr. Clara Stoner,
?5; Sr. Annie Myers, $ .75; Bro. Isaac
Stern. $1: Jerry Kell, $15.25; Mrs. S. Legron $*; Henry Lehman. $1: Three friends.
$3; Mrs. Mary Kieffer, $1; Sr. Bulah Zercher. $1; Sr. Anna Stauffer, $1; Sr. Emma
Paker. $1; Mrs. Thome, $1; Sr. Mary Hoffman. St; F . Eshleman, $2: Sr. Emma Markley. S3; A friend, $2; Sr. Mary Zern, $1;
Sue Grosh. $2; Bro. Wenger, $4.50; Ero.
George Wenger. $5; B. F. Greenawalt, $2;
John Kauffman. $1; Bro. Sam'l Lady, $1;
Bro. Henry Garman. $1; Sr. Annie Stoner.
Shoes, clothing, bed clothing, provisions, * 1 : Mrs. Jac^b Kuhns. $5; Lancaster Mise+c. donated by the following: Saddie Hns- sion R. S. $24.50; J. C. Good, $ .50; Bro.
sler. S. S. Keffer, Mrs. Hawke. D. H. Mar- Beui. Hoffman. $5: Cyrus Engle $2; Mrs.
fin, A. B. Musser, Elizabethtown Sowing Sim or, Heisey. $2: Bro. McCorkle $10; Bro.
r,v""le. Mrs. Eiser. Phare^ Wolgemuth. A lion Brubaker $2; Annie S. Schwend $2;
Fzi-i Wolg°muth. Het+ie Pritz. H. O. Mus- Manor S. R.. $36.65; Pequa S. S., $4.45;
*<«• Hiram Wolge"iu + h. Thos. Wilson. D. B. Fr-inVHn Co. Brethren $10; Bowman & Co.
W'-<r>r T a"ob Oish ST. Lpb°ck. Bish. J. D. 825 • Sr. Collins. $ .50; Charles Lvter. $1:
•Wi-io-ort Sr. Emma Brubaker. Henrv Biv- \V"p Striclder. $3: Sr. Mary E. Hoffman.
1-T Mt. Pleasant Sewm™ Circle. Fannie $1; Bro. Howard Mann. $1.50; Bro. William
Ebv, D. B. Winger, M. E. Kraybill, A sis- Grove, $1; Mrs, Sue Hauck, $1; Mrs. Amos
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Hambright $ .50; Sr. Clara E. Hoffman, $1;
Mr. Hoffman, Iowa, $10; Also other donations given to Bro. Benj. Nissley, treasurer
of the board of managers. A brother,
Stackstown, $10; A brother, Fairland, $150;
New Gilford S. S. $26; Conoy S. S., $35;
A brother, Clinton Co., $10; A brother, Mt.
Joy, $10; Abilene S. S., $34; Mt. Pleasant
S. S., $47.38; Air Hill Harvest Meeting,
$70.37; Hummelstown H. Meeting, $75.27;
Cross Roads H. Meeting, $140.03; Morr'
son Cove District, $50; Mt. Pleasant Harvest Meeting $133.18; Mechanicsburg S. S.,
$52.70; A brother, Elizabethtown $5; A
brother, Elizabethtown, $20.
Donations of vegetables and fruits were
given by the following: Bro. Sam'l Wingert,
Sr. Mary Heisey, Christian Moyer, Bro.
Daniel Wolgemuth, Bro. Jacob Koons,
Board of managers, Elmer Herr, Pequea
sisters, Hiram Herr, Palmyra district, Bro.
Cyrus Hi+z, Bro. Abner Martin, Bro. Norman Nissley, E. M. Hershey, Sr. Zeager,
Mrs. Graupner, Mrs. Oliver Bishop, Sr.
Longenecker, Sr. Horst, Mrs. Shay, Bro.
Henry Auker, Sr. Ben Shelly, Bro. Jacob
Ginder. Bro. Ben Peters, Bro. Joseph Wolgemuth, Bro. Herman Fry, Bro. Martin
Kraybill, Bro. S. W. Meyer, Bro. Ezra Martin, Sr. Stuckey, Sr. Klinedenst, Sr. Stetter,
Sr. King, Bro. Laban Wingert, Bro. Joe
Snavely. Bro. J. D. Wingert, Bro. Ammon
Hoffer. Rolandis Strickler, Donegal district.
Kuhn Bros., Mrs. Ben Heisey, A sister, Mt.
Pleasant. Sr. Maurice Stauffer, Bro. John
Nissley. Bro. Henry Brechbill, Bro. D. H.
Ene-le. Franklin Co., Bre+hren, Bro. E. E.
Co>ile. Sr. Emma Baker, John S. Longenecker. Bro. David Brehm, Bro. Charles
Musser. City Schools. Bro. Jos. Byers,
Booser family, Bro. Isaac Hershey.
The Board of Managers with the workers
desire to thank all the dear ones who have
been the chanels in God's hands through
which our needs have been sunplied: only
F e can reward.
With hearts of gratitude; we are vours in
Him.
D. H. and Lottie Engle.
CHAMBERSBURG MISSION.
Dear ones of the Visitor family:
We wish to greet you all in the precious
name of Jesus. We wish you all a happv
new year, and pray that God will bless all
who have helped to support the work at
this place. We thank all who have stood by
us, and ask you to pray that we may always
do the right thine, as we are in awful days.
The needs are going to be many for thev
are here already, and we are anxious that
we may have to give. May God be with u1?
all till he comes.
Receipts.
Sr. Annie Lahman. 81: Collection box 81:
Minion offeree $15.25; Sr. McNeal, 82: Sr.
Annio Rchwend. Lancaster. Pa.. $1: Bro. J.
R. Kuns. Elizabethtown. Pa., $10. Total
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$30.25.
Expenditures
Table $22.20; water $3; light $4.80; oil
$4.40; balance due Mission from last report, $27.68. Balance due Mission January
1, $31.85.
Provisions, some of which went to the
poor, were donated by the following: S. D.
Wengert, S. H. Wengert, D. H. Wenger, L.
N. Wengert, H. H. Niles, Bro. Kipe, Waynesboro, Pa.
A. O. and Elizabeth Wenger.
M-A.STEESONVILLE
A series of meetings held at the Mastersonville meeting-house from December 11
to December 30. We were graciously visited
by the Lord. Eld. Jacob Heisey from Washington Boro being the medium through
which the Lord broke the bread of life, accompanied with much power and convicting grace. Eighteen souls were saved, making many homes, fathers, mothers, brothers
and sisters, and all the saints happy and
glory in saving grace.
Our prayer is that we all may be kept
blameless unto the coming of the Lord.
Faithful is He who calleth you, who also
will do it.
Humbly yours,
Monroe S. Dourte.
CLARENCE CENTER, N. Y.
"Love never faileth." How true we find
it, that divine love never fails. We cannot
always fully trust man, but in God we
have all confidence; His love to us is ever
the same. How precious, and what unsearchable riches we find in Him after we
are fully yielded. A blessed life.
During our revival effort this fall, with
Bro. M. L. Dohner giving us inspiring messages for three weeks, we found never failing love revealed. Sr. Ethel Haulman proved
a real blessing in our midst also.
The Holy Spirit was present working upon hearts, some yielding to His tender
wooing, receiving definite help. There is
much to be done before Jesus comes, but
we are looking to Him to continue striving
with souls that many more may realize
God's love reaches down to us, giving salvation thru the blood of Jesus Christ, our
Redeemer and coming King.
Lista Martin, Cor.
PLEASANT HILL, OHIO.
"Bless the Lord, 0 my soul, and all that
is within me, bless his holy name."
Revival meetings began at this place,
December 6. Bro. Ray Witter had charge of
the services. We were also glad to have with
us Sr. Witter. We surely thank the Lord for
the way He worked during the meeting, and
for the way the Lord brought the Word to
us through our brother. Sometimes the
altar was filled with seekers, some came to
be saved and some to be sanctified.
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On December 18, 19 we had a love-feast,
beginning Saturday afternoon at one o'clock.
Some of the brethren and sisters from the
other districts came and enjoyed a feast
with us. On Sunday morning the Lord met
with us in a gracious way. Some that had
lost out in their experience got in touch
with the Lord again. Glad for the shouts of
victory. Sunday afternoon, sister Lila Coon
gave her farewell address, which we all enjoyed very much.
Thank the Lord for those who are willing
to take the gospel to the heathen. That afternoon the altar was filled with seeking
souls. Some got .through to real victory
The Lord continued to work the following
week. Bro. Witter did not shun to give us
the whole truth; we believe he did his very
best to help souls to see their need of ths
Saviour.
The meetings closed December 26. It
seemed hard to give our Bro. and Sr. goodbye, after enjoying their fellowship. May
the Lord bless them and give them souls
for their hire, is our prayer.
Yours in His service,
Cor.

the text, Stand Fast.
If there ever was a time that hell is
reaping a great harvest, it is now.
Some one will say that is strong
language, we are living in days of
new thoughts, and higher ideas in a
grand age. "Now the Spirit speak'eth
express^, that in the latter times
some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their
conscience
seared with a hot iron." 1 Tim. 4:12.
False teachers are taking the place
where true teachers ought to be.
Shall we as a brotherhood stand back
and let the under current and high
tides of worldliness, carelessness,
lukewarmness, etc., creep in and
cause us to cease from crying aloud
against such thinTs that are wrong.
I say, nay, stand fast, like the huge
Gibraltar in the Mediterranean sea,
whoever you are: Bishop, Elder,
Deacon, Missionary, Superintendent.
Teacher, etc. Be strong in yourself?
no, but. in God. Stand fast against
Higher Criticism, Apostasy, Superstition, novels, etc. Watch ye against
such things.
Let m e say right here that the
devil is no dumb-head; he has an experience over 6,000 years that if it
would not be for t h e rich grace of God
Ave would be in a miserable stat^ under the awful bondage of sin. Sorry
to say, some are still under the influence of sin; but some are free.
Thank God for deliverance.
Fom e one might ask: What faith
fhall I fo^ow, there are so many beliefs afloat; where shall I go, or what
shall I do? I point you to the word of
God. Yes, you say, they all teach out
of t h e same book. One says, "so, another says different. Let me say
reverently and without fear, the Holy
Spirit will help you right in making
a selection. And any one who does not
uphold the belief held in common by
the Apostles and early Christians, is
an Apostate. "But there were false
prophets also among the people even
as there shall be false teachers among
you, who privily shaM bring in damnable (destructive R. V.) heresies,
even denying the Lord (Master R. V.)
that bought them and bring upon
themselves swift destruction. And
many shall follow their pernicious
ways (lascivious doings R. V.) by
reason of whom the way of truth
shall be evil spoken of. And through
covetousness shall they with feigned
words make merchandise of you
whose judgment now of a long time
lingereth not; and their damnation
slumbereth not." 2 Pet. 2:1, 2, 3. At
your leisure read Matt. 15:9, 2; Cor.
2:17; 11: 13-15; 1 Tim. 1:3, 4; P h i .

NOTTAWA DISTRICT.
A meeting of one week's duration was
held in the sixth Line meeting house, Nottawa District, Ontario,, by Bro. Ulery, of
Springfield, Ohio. As our brother could not
stay long the meeting was short, but sweet.
He came filled with the Spirit, and I know
his preaching will linger long with us. May
the eood Lord spare him to return sometime in the near future that he might see
the fruits of his labors.
John Hisey.

STAND FAST.
By Omar G. Worman.
"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith,
ouit vbu like men, b e strong." * Cor.
16:13.
While at my daily work one day I
was inspired by the above subject.
Isn'i; it true if there ever was a time
in the history of the world that men
and women need to watch and stand
fast in spiritual things as pertains to
their souls welfare, it is now? Especially is this true when it comes
to Bible doctrine, such as Baptism,
Repentance, Regeneration, Saving
Faith, Justification by faith, Bible
Sanctification, etc.
It is true that we as a nation are
privileged in worshiping God in peace,
while the early church of God was assailed time again by the devil; but
those were only visible manifestations of his evil works. The devil has
tried always to stop the work of
Jesus Christ. He has come as a lion,
gentl e lamb, and worst of all, in this
our day he is working as an Angel of
Light. Let me say in the language of

(Continued on page 14.)
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BIBLE SCHOOL DEP'T
SCHOOL NOTES.
In our last note to the Evangelical
Visitor, we stated that our student
body had reached the number of 125.
Since that time more have come and
we now have 130 students.
This makes the "school on the hill"
a busy place. Everyone has their
work outlined for them, and the
hours of each day rapidly slip by. Already Bible Conference is about to
start- The readers of the "Visitor'
will notice that the last few years no"
special advertisement concerning the
Bible Conference has been made
through the pages of this church
medium.
This is not due to the fact that the
conferences are not important and
have not been well attended. Just the
opposite is true. The conferences
have been more largely attended the
past few years than heretofore and
each year they seem to be getting
better and more interest is being taken in them. The reason for not making special reports is that the conference has grown to be so large and
the interest so great that everyone
looks forward to the time when it
shall start and are already informed
before any information could be given
through our paper. According to reports, this conference will be well attended, from far and near. A number
of our people are making this Bible
Conference week a period to lay aside
everything else and simply study and
meditate on the precious Word of
God.
We appreciate that many places in
the church, even as far-reaching as
Canada, are arranging to not have
Bible Conferences nor revival efforts
during the period of the Bible Conference at the school. This shows a
beautiful spirit, and the many people
who are interested are thus free to
come and enjoy this feast with us.
We do not purpose to put any extended report concerning the program
nor what has been said during the
conference, in following "Visitors,"
for the reason that our large student
body and many friends who attend
the conference will report the work
nearly throughout the whole church.
Brother D. W. Heise, of Gormlcy,
Ont., is at present among us, speakin*? each evening in the interest of
souls and for the up-building of God's
kingdom. Several have already responded to the warm pleadings of our
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brother and his messages have been
much appreciated.
Very shortly we are planning to
send out a number of pamphlets discussing the location of the Grantham
Bible School, in relation to the
Church, etc- The purpose of this pamphlet is to get those who are not as
fully acquainted as they might be
with the location of the School, and
the benefits thereof, to become better
acquainted, and see how that after
discussion in connection with the
thought of locating the School in the
first place, God seemed somehow to
over-rule, and bring it about in a way
\,hat seems strange to us, and gave us
a location which is much appreciated.
There are those of our people who do
not appreciate the school's location,
and perhaps never will. We have one
answer to such and that is this:
Those who have given their life to
farming are better able to choose a
good farm than those who know nothing about farming; those who give
their life to running ships across the
seas and oceans, are better able to
choose a right route for the ship than
we who are unacquainted with that
line of work; school folks,—those
who have been accustomed to studying,—are better able to choose a location for a place of study than are
those who have not been acquainted
with this particular line of work. We
make this statement because we find
that those who are connected with
the school for any length of time,
and become acquainted with the beauties around us, appreciate the location of the institution. It is not possible to get people to all agree on
many lines, and this is the case in
connection with the School.
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to be useful men and women, and
stand true to the Lord.
The above mentioned pamphlet is
free to anyone who may be interested,
'ihat which is mentioned here is not
rewritten in this pamphlet, so most
of our people will want to read the information given in the pamphlet.
Send for one immediately, addressing
your letter to the M. B. S. & M. T. H.,
Correspondence Dept.
• We appreciate the splendid cooperation of the Church and the spirit of
goodwill which exists throughout.
For this we praise God. We believe
our people feel like a dear brother in
Kansas, who said, that while there
were differences of opinion as to
where the school should be located in
the first place, he said that it is now
located. How blessed it is when we
can enjoy brotherly love and Christian principles by working together
after our institutions are located, and
thus not hinder the work of God, but
rather build up the work to the extent that His kingdom is spread and
the cause of righteousness furthered
in the earth. May the Lord richly reward all those who have stood so nobly by the work. We request an interest in the prayers of our large
number of friends, that this band of
young people may stand true to God.

BEULAH BIBLE SCHOOL.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
"Praise the Lord, 0 my soul and all
that is within me, bless His holy
name." The Lord has been very good
to us for which we are thankful. He
has blessed us far above our expectations. Today we began our second
semester. Garabed Aposhian, formerly from Boston, has enrolled as a
A certain brother from the West student.
was here not long ago and as he stood
Rev. Shepherd, who is conducting
on the hillside, and looked across the a series of meetings in the Nazarene
clear, sparkling stream, the Yellow church in Upland, has given us sevBreeches, beholding the rising hill- eral very inspiring talks. We also aptops in the distance, said, "I would preciated the talks given by the
just enjoy to spend my whole life at brethren, Andrew Wenger and J. O.
such a place as this."
Lehman, who had been missionaries
Another great benefit of having in South Africa.
Miss Schroeter, a graduate of the
the school located at its present situation is that it is near to the Messiah University of California, arrived at
Orphanage. It gives our young peo- the school last week. She will teach
ple an opportunity to teach these dear Sociology and English. We are indeed
children each Sabbath day. Every glad to have such a valuable addition
Sunday evening a Children's Meeting to our faculty.
is held, and different speakers are arBro. J. H. Byer began a series of
ranged for from time to time. On the meetings here yesterday. Let us pray
other hand, the orphanage children that God may be glorified and souls
have the privilege of associating with be brought to Christ.
the fine student body, and it is a great
Yours in Jesus' name,
incentive to them to want to grow up
P. J. Wiebe.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS
0 . B. Ulery
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government as ordained of God for a specific purpose apart from the work of His people, the church; for He does not tell us how
to administer government, but how to be
in subjection, Rom. 13:1-7; and to be in subjection and submission in meekness and
gentleness, even to the froward and usurping, though it mean suffering and "spoiling
of our goods," for "this is thankworthy, if
a man for conscience toward God endure
grief, suffering wrongfully." 1 Pet. 2:13-19.
It teaches obedience to all requirements
not incompatible with God's Word, or
dicates of conscience; "to be ready to every
good work." Tit. 3-1.
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two years of hard labor, which was afterward commuted by parole.

THE WISE AND FOOLISH VIRGINS.
LESSONS ON CITIZENSHIP.
February 20
Matt. 25:1-13
The opening, "Then," of our lesson text
February 13
Matt. 22:15-22; 34-40
immediately connects with the latter-part
The scene of our lesson finds its setting
of
Chap. 24, in which the conditions perjust after the parable of the vineyard left
taining to the coming of the Son of man are
out to unrighteous husbandmen, and the
set forth in the example of the two serpronounced judgment and destruction of
vants,
one faithful and wise, the other, the
the wicked, murderous husbandmen.
evil servant, who shall say in his heart,
When the Pharisees perceived that this
"My Lord delayeth his coming;" i. e., will
parable was against them, they allied themhot come for a long time yet, and so beselves with the Herodians to entangle Jesus
gan to "smite," and "eat" and "drink." In
in his talk, and then charge Him before the
Eph. 5:14-18, we have all the elements of
It
enjoins
prayers,
supplications,
and
inmilitary authorities with sedition and
the above, as well as the terms used in the
treason, and thus accomplish his. condem- tercession on behalf of kings and rulers to parable of the ten virgins, such as "light,
the
end
"that
we
may
lead
a
quiet
and
nation and death.
peaceable life in all godliness and honesty. wise, unwise, not as fools, (foolish), drunk
How soon the wisdom of God turns their 2 Tim 2:1-2.
with wine, filled with the Spirit." "Wine"
crafty scheme to their discomfiture. How
here
used as the opposite of "Spirit," surely
Reading Rom. 12:17 to 13:7 gives us a
easily God can make "foolish the wisdom
beautiful outline of our duties to all men, means the exciting, yet ease loving spirit of
of this world."
(outside the brotherhood,) and v-'.vri- <his world, as described in Matt. 24:38 and
How preciously God has promised that ments, and authorities.
Luke 17:26-28, and as also seen in that
the same wisdom shall be our defense when
other fool of Luke 12:20, who thought he
brought before kings and rulers for a testicould satisfy his soul by eating and drinkThe following is a true incident of ths ing.
mony, in that He will "give you a mouth
and wisdom which all your adversaries shall /ate war and shows God's faithfulness in
A careful study of these scriptures will
fulfilling Luke 21:13-15. A Welsh lad, taknot be able to gainsay nor resist.
ing his stand as a C. O., was brought before give much light in the interpretation of the
This at once implies that God's people the Court Martial on a charge of insubordi- parable.
are not in harmony with the ethics and nation. As he faced the court, guarded on
Now "fool" is God's term for a sinner;
practices of the rulers of this world. 1 Cor. '•i'-her side by burly soldiers with fixed bay- but Jesus does not say the five virgins were
2:8 neither religious. John 16:2, nor secu- onets, he presented a forlorn and helpless fools, but "foolish;" i. e., after the way and
lar, John 15:18-20, nor political, Luke 21:12. picture. The judge advocate, a skilled bar- manner of a fool (or sinner.)
Perhaps we can more clearly define our rister attached to the General Staff, sought
Eph. 5 tells us that foolish talk and foolduties by examining under three heads, to entangle him in his talk as follows:
ish walk are not once to be mentioned or
our duty to God, to men, and to the nation
found among the saints.
Judge: "Are you married"?
or governments.
"No Sir."
How sad that so many professed ChrisOur duty to God is well expressed in the
"Well now supposing you were married, tians have their doctrine, their preaching,
words of the greatest commandment, as
and your wife was not saved, if she should their walk, and their testimonies impregfound in the lesson text: "Thou shalt love
nated with the "can't live without sin"
die where would she go"?
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
rudiment of the
world, instead of the
"Most decidedly to hell, Sir."
with all thy mind," and in Mark 12:30 it is
"What! do you mean to tell me she mighty working power of the Spirit of Holienlarged to, "with all thy strength," which
ness, according to the standard of God's
would go to hell"?
leaves nothing for the service of the god
"Most assuredly, Sir. All unsaved people word.
of this world, or the battle god, Mars, to
We see they were all virgins, all had
which children of the kingdoms of this will go to hell when they die."
world devote and sacrifice their lives and
"Very well then. Now suppose the Ger- lamps, all went forth to meet the Bridetheir means.
m a r s were approaching to ravish and kill groom; but in the light of Matt. 24-48, five
said, "He will not come for a long time yet.
your
wife, (whom you say would go to hell.)
Our duty to our fellowmen is as clearly
(post millenial,) so we do not believe in
sn^
you
by
offering
resistance
could
overexpressed in the words of the second comthis
fana + ical teaching about Holy Ghost
mandment, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor power and drive back the Germans, and thus
Baptism, holy living, and sprouting wings
as thyself," to which Jesus in Matt. 5:44 your wife's life would be spared until she
to meet the Lord in the air." (I have heard
would
get
saved,
die
happy,
and
go
to
adds the gospel grace command, "love your
heaven, would not the end accomplished them say it from the pulpit.) We believe
enemies."
in converting and reforming the world,
The third point is the much disputed jusHfy you in taking arms and offering reestablishing democracy, ect., ect., ect., and
sistance?"
point of our duty to the nation or governbegin to berate the poor drunkard and the
ment under which we live.
The lad immediately replied, "In the
harlot, and undertake social and civic reWe want to notice first of all, God's Word first nlace you are only suonosing: in the
forms, while they themselves are drunken
establishes the fact that our "citizenship second place, I'm not married: in the third
with worldliness, pride, pleasure seeking,
is in heaven," that we are a "holy nation," place, when I do marry I'll see well to it
abominable revelings, banquetines, careless
only "sojourners, pilgrims, strangers, and that I marry a saved woman, and then
indifference. ancTneglect of spiritual things,
ambassadors," and as such do not legally there will be no need for anything like that
till God in judgment shall apooint them
have elective or voting franchise, for that to hanpen."
their portion with the hvpocrites. What an
only belongs to those who have "established
The judge advocate was so nonplussed awful time of awakening from their sleeu.
residence."
that no further question was asked. The when the cry is made "Behold he cometh!"
Again, God's Word clearly defines our du- court, scarcely able to restrain their mirth,
ties toward government; i. e., to recognize immediately sentenced the young man to
(Continued on page 16.)
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(Continued from page 4.)
the various stages of life. The Sunday
School should then be properly organized to impart this to its pupils. We
would call this teaching; and the
most efficient teaching is that which
imparts the truth in a way that will
fasten it in the mind of the pupil.
With the important need of efficient teaching comes the urgent call
for trained teachers. Trained teachers
are just as necessary in a small school
as in a large one. It is possible to have
trained teachers in a small school.
I suggest that even in a small
school, the teachers begin now and
start a teachers training class with
a suitable book, even tho there are
but a few members to start with.
_ Some one may say at this suggestion that it would take a generation
to get trained teachers, but We cannot throw up our hands at that and
say there's no use starting such a
thing; that is all the more reason
why we should begin now to make
plans to have trained teachers.
The second task of the Sunday
School is that of training in the Worship of God. We find that true worship is a means of development of
Christian character.
It is important that the music used
in _ our schools be of a reverential
spirit. I mean hymns with power to
help develop the spirit of worship.
We see today a tendency on the part
of some of our sister churches to introduce songs that impart t h e spirit
of the worldly ragtime.
The spirit of prayer should prevail
in the school as this is a great agency
in helping peopl e to the worship of
God. Scripture reading and memory
work are other vital points that
should not be overlooked.
Again, we look at t h e third task of
the Sunday School, that of training in
conduct. You have heard these words
before: "The field is the world." Is
it not t r u e of the Sunday School, that
the principles taught must be practical in the world.
Nothing is ever really learned until it is practiced and if we teach
principles we must teach practice.
For this we have our blessed example
in the One who died for us all.
From the cradle roll to the home
department there is opportunity to
teaeh and train in conduct. It may be
done in or out of the class, but it
must be done.
•
Now all this can be said about
practically any Sunday School large
or small. In fact any Sunday School
that becomes efficient will grow and
has no right to grow unless it does
become efficient.
Merely to get folks into the Sunday
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School means little, for the main purpose should b e to do something for
them when they come.
There are still other great dangers
threatening our Sunday Schools of
today. The one I have in mind comes
within the ranks of our own dear Sunday Schools. We are sometimes inclined to_ think that the dangers are
from the" outside. I feel however that
by the time I've finished that you'll
agree with me that som e of the greatest dangers to the Sunday School
come right within the same.
The great danger I have in mind
or as one has truly put it; is, "America's greatest Peril;" "The Spiritual
Neglect of our Childhood.
Today the test of a true church or
Sunday School lies in the care it
gives to its children. If the mind of
Christ possesses us as His people,
we will and must feed the lambs of
the flock and rear them in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.
~ The hope of our future church can
never b e in the bums and sots; but
must always rest in the children and
youth.
We don't like to criticize the churches in any way; but, if any criticism
wer e to be given; I'm sure the first
would have to relate to the certain
neglect of childhood. I don't say that
our ministers have preached too much
to us as older ones; but I fear that
not enough has been said to the
young. We see that the churches of
the day in their great 'organisations
and forward movements have not remembered sufficiently the children.
Religious surveys have disclosed the
dark fact, that our Protestant children are only receiving about twentyfour hours of actual spiritual instruction in our Sunday Schools in the entire year.
In connection with this, note that
the average Catholic child receives
two hundred hours of religious instruction, and the Jewish child three
hundred and thirty-five hours.
W e all know how attentive the
Catholic church is to its children.
It is one of its boasts that it never
loses sight of its children and that it
makes this good is evident on every
hand.
Nothing is more evident today,
than the negligence on our part regarding true religion with respect to
our children and youth.
The half-hour in t h e Sunday School
is not enough. The child should have
week-day instruction in the home.
The youth should be encouraged to
attend good religious schools where
Christian principles are held forth.
We ar e thanking God today for
the progress that has been made in
our church and others in behalf of
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good schools, where the Bibl e standard is held forth.
Therefore the spiritual wellfare of
every child and youth must be secured and provided for; if the great
plan of salvation is to be heralded to
the generations to come. Much depends on the salvation of our children and youth of today.
(To be continued.)
STAND FAST.
(Continued from page 11.)
1:15; Rev. 2:2. The poet says so beautifully:
"Wicked spirits gather ro.und thee,
Legions of those foes to God—
Principalities most mighty—
Walk unseen the earth abroad;
They are gathering to t h e bat!la,
Strengthened for the last deep strife.
Christian, arm! be watchful, re&uy.
Struggle manfully for life."
"Be sober, be vigilant; because
your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
whom he may devour." (Are you
watchful 1) "Whom resist steadfast in the faith, knowng that the
in your own brethren that are in
the world." 1 Pet. 5:8, 9.
Here are a few references of the
faith held by early Christians, which
is the only way, and I am sure, reader friend, if you obey you will never
be led astray from the good old way;
and the modern day "isms" that are
afloat in the world today will not
undermin3 you. Acts 6:7; 16:5; 1
Cor. 16=13; Gal. 1:23; 3:23, 25; 6:10;
Phil. 1:27; 1 Tim. 3:9; 4 : 1 ; 5:8; 6:
10, 21; 2 Tim. 3=8; 4:7; Tit. 1:1, 4,
13; 3:15;^ Jud e 3 ; Rev. 2:13.
Steadfastness in the truth is urged
by the word of God. "But continue
thou in the things which thou hast
learned and hast been assured of,
knowing of whom thou hast learned
them." 2 Tim. 3:14.
Souderton, Pa.
SIMPLICITY OF FAITH.
A minister had to cross a stream, over
which there was nothing but a thin plank.
He put his foot on it carefully, fearing to
trust his full weight upon it. A woman saw
him from a window, and shouted, "Just
trust the plank, Doctor." He did trust the
plank and walked over in safety. Afterwards, when he was trying to help the
woman to see what faith was, he said it was
like crossing the plank, just trusting
Christ. "Oh, Doctor, is that faith? Is it
just to trust H i m ? " He said, "It is just
to trust Him as I trusted to the plank. If
you trust Christ He will carry you safely
from earth to heaven." The woman replied happily, "Oh, I can do that."
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Foreign Missionary Department
''The Fields are White Already to Harvest"]
A SAD INCIDENT WITH A BEAUTIFUL ENDING.
The obituary of Bro. Lady will
come as a shock to many, and many
will be anxious for a more detailed account of his sudden death, as most of
the readers are acquainted with the
fact the Bro. and Sr. Lady have for
some time past been engaged in mission work among the Shangana natives of Portuguese East Africa.
Few, however, will know that they
were away from their station on a
visit and much needed rest at the
time his death occurred. They came
to Rhodesia to visit their uncle and
aunt, and family, who are also engaged in mission work, as well as to
see the work in this part of the fieldAfter spending a short time at the
Matopo Mission, Bro. Lady went with
his uncle, Harvey Frey, on a weeks
trip to the out schools, which he very
much enjoyed. He met his wife again
at Mtshabezi, where they were to
spend some time visiting the workers
and becoming acquainted with the
conditions at the girls' school.
It was while at this place, that our
Bro. met with a very sad and unexpected accident.
One morning (December 7) he,
with sister Baker, went out among
the kraals to tell the natives again
the old, old story of Jesus' dying love.
They were traveling in a small cart,
drawn by two oxen. Between them
and leaning on the seat, they carried
a shot gun (a usual thing in Africa.)
Suddenly, without any warning and
for reasons which will always be a
mystery, the gun discharged a full
load of shot, which struck Bro. Lady
on the right arm near the shoulder,
completely shattering the bone, and
leaving the arm suspended by only a
few fragments of flesh.
Profuse
bleeding started at once, and while
sister Baker did all in her power to
stop the flow of blood, it would not
cease. The difficulty was that the
wound was so near the body that
there was no possible chance of preventing the bleeding by compression.
After about one and a half hours
they arrived at the mission, where
again all was done that was possible
in the absence of a physician and
necessary appliances. While on the
road, Bro. Lady praised God and
said, "It is alright Jesus," praying

much for his dear companion, whom
he would soon meet in this mortally
wounded conditionIt is such a comfort to know that
he passed the few remaining hours
with his dear wife, and in a comfortable bed surrounded by a band of
praying missionaries. What more
could one desire, unless it were the
last farewell to his dear father and
mother, brothers and sisters in the
homeland? That was impossible, and
our brother passed away at about ten
minutes past one, December 7, 1920.
Those of his many relatives and
friends, while not permitted to say,
Goodnight, can some day say, Good
Morning.
The remains were taken to Matopo
Mission, and there, in the presence of
all the missionaries in this part of the
field and a goodly number of natives,
we laid away our brother by the side
of our number who are buried in the
little grave yard under the shade of
the large tree, there to await the resurrection of the just.
How sad, why should our brother
be taken from our midst, so useful
and so young? Perhaps this is what
will be in the minds of many who
read this. But who art thou, that
answereth God? have we a right to
ask "Why ?" of Him who never makes
a mistake? No, we bow our heads in
submission and say, "Thy will be
done."
Thus we come to the close of a sad
tale; yet not sad, for our brother
passed out of this life with the light
of that life on his face, which the just
enter when they rest from their labors.
We have all learned to love our
brother Lady, because of his pleasant
smile, his staunch Christian character, and his zeal for the Master's
cause. We know him to be a man of
strong faith in God, devoted, and one
who spent much time in prayer.
H. P. Steigerwald,
Matopo Mission, Dec. 9, 192u.
THE GREAT "RAIN-MAKING."
Soon after the commencement of
work at the Salvation Army's first
Missionary Settlement in Zululand,
occurred a stirring incident which is
graphically described in the following extract from "Nomkuba, the story
of a Zulu Maid," which appeared in

The Young Soldier.
It recalls the contest between
Elijah and the priests of Baal, for the
witch-doctors and others interested in
maintaining heathenism not only declared that the prayers of the Christian leader for rain would be useless,
but that his presence in the district
was the cause of the drought. It will
be seen, therefore, that the occasion
was no ordinary one, and it will also
be easily understood that the unmistakable manner in which God answered the prayers of His servant had a
very great and farreaching effect upon the minds of the people; and undoubtedly led to the conversion of

many.

}. J |

There is trouble, trouble everywhere; the sky above is like hot copper, the earth beneath hard as iron;
the grass is burnt up, the water
courses filled with dust, for the water
has all passed away, and no rain has
fallen for many moons. Hark! The
cattle groan in the kraals, the dogs
howl, the oxen fall by the wayside,
the little children weep, and there is
no green thing left in all the land.
And the chief of that country sends
to the rain-makers, "Come quickly,
call down rain, or we shall all perish."
Then come the rain-makers, very
many of them, and their heads are
decked with the jaws of jackals, and
their bodies with skins, and they call
on the spirits of the clouds and of the
waters; but the sky is copper and the
earth iron.
Then a cow is brought, and with
songs and dances and much magic
they kill the cow, and offer its flesh to
the rain-spirits, and call and cry until
their eyeballs start, and the foam
hangs on their lips, and they roll on
the ground in their frenzy; but the
sky is copper and the earth ironAnd the chief cries, "False rainmakers, are ye cheats and pretenders? Is there no man in all the land
who can bring rain to our fields ?
Then says one man, "The Umfundisi prays for rain sometimes, but I
know not if it comes."
And the chief answers, "We will
send to them at least, for, indeed, if
rain comes not soon, we shall die,
both man and beast."
But many shake their heads. "If
the rain-makers of Zululand cannot

bring rain, what can these white
teachers do?"
But when the chief messenger
comes to the Captain of the Impo yo
Sindisi (Salvation Army) he gives
him this answer, "Say to the chief,
'How can I pray for rain when none of
your people will come to my meetings?' "
That message makes the chief
think, and he sends out his messengers far and wide, and they call upon
all the people to come to the rainprayiner* and the people come, by hundreds they come down from the parched hills, up from the dust-filled valleys. Headmen and boys, wives and
maidens and little children.
Now the Umfundisi leads the people to the top of a broad hill, whence
thev can see the country far and
wide; and there are so many of them
that the hiPto^ is covered, and still
more gather, end more yet.
Then he begins to call on his Master. His voice is clear as the voice of
those who sing, and now it is very
deep. Presently, one by one the headman and the people take up the cry,
FO that the whole rmftitude is calling
and crying to God.
And all before them lie spread out
the burnt-up hill-slopes. and the parched watercourses, and the kraals
where the cattle are dying, and the
black and brown garden patches
where no plants crow.
"Oh. sore is our need, ereat is our
trouble, send us-thy clouds, Lord—
cover the sky. 0 Lonl. save this great
peop!e who cry unto thee."
The prayer is finished, the people
are silent, the birds are still in the
bushes, the low of the cattle is hushed They are waiting on the hill, wait1921
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ing in the valleys, waiting, waiting.
"A cloud!"
A cloud, floating up over the edge
of the world, growing every moment.
And scon another and another appear, gathering towards the hill as
the cows gather round a kraal at milking time- Splash—splash, here come
^he great drops—the sky is black
with wind and rain.
"Oh, great is the Umfundisi. Oh,
strong, oh, mighty is his God, for He
has sent the rain when none beside
would help us!"—The Christian.
(Continued from page 13.)
In their fear and terror, rushing here and
there, trying to beg, borrow, or buy oil,
but none to be had; and at last to hear
those awful words, "I know you not."
But the wise were not satisfied with light
and lamps, but took oil, "The anointing and
filling of the Spirit," in their vessels, 2
Tim. 2-21, and walking circumspectly,
went forth. Tho they slumbered, (a light
sleep from which a word will rouse to activity.) when the cry was made, they arose,
trimmed their lamps, which brightly flamed
up in welcome to their Lord, and rejoicing,
entered with Him to the marriage feast.

Some peopTe, actually, would not be
satisfied if they didn't have something to worry about.
Why need I talk of the joy of being
with Christ if I do not give Him five
minutes of my company throughout
rhe day?—J. R. Caldwell.
One of the curses of the ministry is
urter smoothness. Whenever a file
^ets smooth it is of no' account.—Selected.
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